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Abstract
This article proposes #nite-dimensional T -colorings on simple graphs. The ordinary T -coloring
will be the one-dimensional version of our T -colorings. Let d be a positive integer and T be
a set of nonnegative integers that contains 0. Denote Zd0 = {(x1; x2; : : : ; xd) : xi ∈ Z0; 16i6d},
where Z0 = {0; 1; 2; : : :}. A d-dimensional in#nite-norm, || · ||∞, is a function from Zd0 to Z0
that ||X ||∞=max{|xi| : 16i6d} for X =(x1; x2; : : : ; xd). A d-dimensional one-norm, || · ||1, is a
function from Zd0 to Z0 that ||X ||1 =
∑d
i=1 |xi| for X =(x1; x2; : : : ; xd) in Zd0 . With these norms,
we de3ne a d-dimensional T -coloring with respect to p-norm (p = 1 or ∞), f, on a graph
G = (V; E) as follows: f:V → Zd0 such that ||f(u)− f(v)||p 	∈ T , for all {u; v} ∈ E. They are
denoted by T (d; p)-colorings. Note that both T -colorings for d=1 are same as usual T -colorings.
The edge span of a T (d; p)-coloring f on a graph G; espT (f;d; p), is the maximum value of
{||f(u) − f(v)||p : {u; v} ∈ E(G)}. The edge span of G with respect to T (d; p)-coloring
is the smallest number m such that there is a T (d; p)-coloring, f with espT (f;d; p) = m.
It is denoted by espT (G;d; p). We will show that the edge spans of complete graphs play
important roles in seeking edge spans on general graphs. Thus, the goal of this paper is con-
centrated in 3nding edge spans of complete graphs. This is same as in the usual T -coloring
problem. c© 2001 Published by Elsevier Science B.V.
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1. Introduction
The graph coloring theory is always a fascinating subject in graph theory. For more
about this topic, readers can refer [3]. The well-known T -coloring provides a natural
setting to study the radio channel assignment problem. Liu [4] studies the problem by
considering the graph homomorphism from the given graph to a graph called T -graph.
The construction of a T -graph is similar to that of a distance graph. The distance
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graph problem was posed by Eggleton et al. [2]. Recently, Chen [1] considers more
general cases than the original one.
The distance graph above can be brieEy described as follows. Given a set D of
integers, the distance graph with respect to D; Z(D), is the graph with integers as
vertex set and with an edge joining i and j if and only if |i − j| ∈D. The idea of
constructing a distance graph is same as our T -graph except “ =∈” instead of “∈”. A
natural extension of the distance graph is letting the vertex set be set of ordered pairs
in plane and the distance in real line be the distance in plane with respect to a given
norm. That means we extend the one-dimensional version problem to two-dimensional
version problem.
Motivated by these concepts, we propose #nite-dimensional T-colorings on simple
graphs. Let d be a positive integer and T be a set of nonnegative integers
that contain 0. Denote Zd0 = {(x1; x2; : : : ; xd) : xi ∈Z0; 16i6d}, where Z0 = {0; 1; 2; : : :}.
A d-dimensional in#nite-norm, ‖ · ‖∞, is a function from Zd0 to Z0 such that ‖X ‖∞=
max{|xi| : 16i6d} for X =(x1; x2; : : : ; xd). A d-dimensional one-norm, ‖·‖1, is a func-
tion from Zd0 to Z0 such that ‖X ‖1 =
∑d
i=1 |xi| for X =(x1; x2; : : : ; xd) in Zd0 . With these
norms, we de3ne a d-dimensional T -coloring with respect to p-norm (p=1 or ∞),
f, on a graph G=(V; E) as follows: f :V →Zd0 such that ‖f(u) − f(v)‖p =∈T , for
all {u; v}∈E. They are denoted by T (d; p)-colorings. Note that both T -colorings for
d=1 are same as usual T -colorings.
The edge span of a T (d; p)-coloring f on a graph G, denoted by espT (f;d; p), is the
maximum value of {‖f(u)−f(v)‖p : {u; v}∈E(G)}. The edge span of G with respect
to T (d; p)-coloring is the smallest number m such that there is a T (d; p)-coloring, f
with espT (f;d; p)=m. It is denoted by espT (G;d; p).
Two basic T -sets are frequently considered on studying T -coloring problems. One set
is called an r-initial set if it is of the form {0; 1; 2; : : : ; r}∪ S where r is a nonnegative
integer and S is a set containing no multiple of r+1. The other set is called a k-multiple-
of-set. It is a set of the form {0; s; 2s; : : : ; ks}∪ S, where k; s are positive integers and
S ⊆{s+1; s+2; : : : ; ks−1}. Further, let n be a nonnegative integer. Denote [n] = {0; 1; 2;
: : : ; n}; [n]2 = [n]× [n] (the usual direct product), [n]3 = ([n]× [n])× [n] and so on.
Section 2 will study the T (d;∞)-coloring. It shows 3rst that in order to 3nd espT (G;
d;∞) for any graph G, it is important to study espT (K ;d;∞) for complete graphs K .
Next, we show that higher-dimensional T -colorings with respect to ∞-norm on com-
plete graphs can be reduced to the one-dimensional T -coloring, that is the ordinary
T -coloring. Previous results on T -colorings will be quoted as well. Analogous to Sec-
tion 2, Section 3 will study T (2; 1)-colorings on complete graphs.
2. T (d;∞)-colorings
Analogous to T -graphs on T -colorings, we de3ne the d-dimensional T -graph with
respect to ‖ · ‖∞; GT (d;∞) as
V (GT (d;∞)) = Zd0
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and
E(GT (d;∞)) = {{X; Y} : ‖X − Y‖∞ =∈ T for all X = Y in V (GT (d;∞))}:
The d-dimensional T -graph with respect to ‖ · ‖∞ of degree n; GnT (d;∞), is the
subgraph of GT (d;∞) induced by [n]d. Notice that GnT (d;∞) can be regarded as the
discrete version of a d-dimensional sphere with respect to ∞-norm and the diameter
is n. In our notation, GnT (1;∞) is equivalent to Gn+1T in a previous article [4].
Recall that a graph G=(V; E) is homomorphic to a graph H =(U; F) if there
is a function h; h :V →U; {u; v}∈E⇒{h(u); h(v)}∈F . The function h is called a
homomorphism from G to H . If G is homomorphic to H , then we denote G→H .
It is known that if G→H , then !(G)6!(H) and $(G)6$(H) (cf. [4]).
Proposition 2.1. G→GnT (d;∞) if and only if espT (G;d; p)6n.
Proposition 2.2. If G→H; then espT (G;d;∞)6espT (H ;d;∞).
Proposition 2.3. espT (K!(G);d;∞)6espT (G;d;∞)6espT (K$(G);d;∞).
These propositions can be veri3ed easily. The results are similar to that on T -coloring
(cf. [4]). An interesting question is “Which T will make espT (G;d;∞)= espT (K$(G);d;
∞) for all graphs G?”. So let us denote
Ed;∞ = {T : espT (G;d;∞) = espT (K$(G);d;∞); for all graph G}:
Later we will show that both r-initial sets and k-multiple-of-s sets are in Ed;∞.
One 3nds that the edge span of the complete graph plays an important role on our
problem. Notice that the one-dimensional edge span, espT (G; 1∞), is the usual edge
span espT (G) and the edge span of a complete graph Kn; espT (Kn), is same as the span
of Kn; spT (Kn). Recall the span of a graph G is the minimum value of max(f)−min(f)
among all T -colorings f on G. The exact value of spT (Kn) has been found for several
classes of T -sets (cf. [4]). We quote two of them below.
Theorem 2.4 (Liu [4]). Let T be an r-initial set. Then espT (Kn)= spT (Kn)=
(n− 1)(r + 1); for any integer n¿1.
Theorem 2.5 (Liu [4]). Let T be a k-multiple-of-s set. Then espT (Kn)= spT (Kn)= stk
+ st + r − 1; n= st + r; t¿0; 16r6s; for any integer n¿1.
Lemma 2.6. Let m and d be positive integers. espT (Km;d;∞)= n if and only if n is
the smallest integer such that !(GnT (d;∞))=m.
Proof. Suppose n is the smallest integer such that !(GnT (d;∞))=m. Then Km→GnT (d;
∞)) and hence espT (Km;d;∞)6n. If espT (Km;d;∞)6n− 1, then Km→Gn−1T (d;∞).
Thus m6!(Gn−1T (d;∞))6!(GnT (d;∞))=m. That is !(Gn−1T (d;∞))=m. But this
contradicts the fact that n is the smallest integer such that !(GnT (d;∞))=m.
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If espT (Km;d;∞)= n then Km→GnT (d;∞). Hence !(GnT (d;∞))¿m. Suppose
!(Gn−1T (d;∞))=m. Then Km→Gn−1T (d;∞) and espT (Km;d;∞)6n−1¡n. This vio-
lates our assumption on espT (Km;d;∞). So !(Gn−1T (d;∞)) must be less than m. There-
fore n is the smallest integer such that !(GnT (d;∞))=m.
Theorem 2.7. Given d; T; T ∈Ed;∞ if and only if !(GnT (d;∞))= $(GnT (d;∞)); for
any n.
Proof. Suppose T ∈Ed;∞. Then espT (G;d;∞)= espT (K$(G);d;∞), for any graph G.
Given n, take G to be the T -graph, GnT (d;∞). Denote Gn=GnT (d;∞). Let n0 = espT
(Gn;d;∞)= espT (K$(Gn);d;∞). By the de3nition of Gn, we know n06n.
Lemma 2.6 tells us that n0 is the smallest integer such that !(G
n0
T (d;∞))= $(Gn).
So !(Gn)¿!(G
n0
T (d;∞))= $(Gn). But $(Gn)¿!(Gn). Therefore the result follows.
Let G be any graph, espT (G;d;∞)= n1 and espT (K$(G);d;∞)= n. It is obvious that
n16n. Suppose n1¡n. By assumption, G→Gn1T (d;∞); !(GnT (d;∞))= $(GnT (d;∞))
=m and !(Gn1T (d;∞))= $(Gn1T (d;∞)).
Lemma 2.6 tells that n is the smallest integer such that !(GnT (d;∞))= $(G). Thus
!(Gn1T (d;∞))¡!(GnT (d;∞)). This implies that $(Gn1T (d;∞))=!(Gn1T (d;∞))¡!(GnT
(d;∞))= $(G). However, G→Gn1T (d;∞) and hence $(G)6$(Gn1T (d;∞)). This leads
to a contradiction. Therefore n= n1, i.e., espT (G;d;∞)= espT (K$(G);d;∞). Since this
is true for any G; T ∈Ed;∞.
Lemma 2.8. Given positive integers n and d;
1: !(GnT (d;∞))¿[!(GnT (1;∞)]d and
2: $(GnT (d;∞))6[$(GnT (1;∞)]d.
Proof. Note that we only prove the case for d=2, since the proof of the general case
is similar.
Let d=2; !(GnT (1;∞))= t and let {xi}ti= 1 be a set of vertices form a clique of
order t in GnT (1;∞). Then {(xi; xj) : 16i; j6t} forms a clique of order t2 in GnT (2;∞)
and hence !(GnT (2;∞))¿t2.
Denote G1 =GnT (1;∞); $(G1)= k and f be a proper k-coloring of G1. De3ne
F :V (G2)→f(V (G1)) × f(V (G1)), where G2 =GnT (2;∞), with F((x; y))= (f(x);
f(y)), for all (x; y)∈V (G2). Since f is a proper k-coloring on G1, we see that F
is a proper k2-coloring on G2. Thus $(G2)6$(G1)2 as we want.
By Lemma 2.8, !(GnT (1;∞))d6!(GnT (d;∞))6$(GnT (d;∞))6$(GnT (1;∞))d. If
GnT (1;∞) is weakly perfect then GnT (d;∞) is also weakly perfect, for any d¿1. There-
fore from the above results we have the following proposition.
Proposition 2.9. If T ∈E1;∞; then T ∈ Ed;∞; for any d¿1.
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Example. Let T1 be an r-initial set, for any r¿1 and T2 be a k-multiple-of-s set, for
k¿1 and s¿1. It is known that both T1 and T2 belong to E1;∞. Hence they also
belong to Ed;∞, for all d¿2.
Theorem 2.10. Let T ∈E1;∞ and k be a positive integer. Then espT (Kk ; 2;∞)=
espT (K√k; 1;∞)= espT (K√k).
Proof. Let m= √k and let f be an optimal T -coloring of Km, i.e., a T (1;∞)-coloring
of Km with espT (f; 1;∞)= espT (Km; 1;∞). Note that |f(Km)|=m. Set f1; f2; : : : ; fm=
espT (Km; 1;∞) the colors of f in ascending order. (Without loss of generality, assume
f1 = 0.) It is easy to see that |fi − fj| =∈T , for all i = j. Let Fm= {(fi; fj): 16i; j
6m}. Then |Fm|=m2¿k. We then can use Fm to color Kk getting a T (2;∞)-coloring
f with espT (f; 2;∞)=fm − f1 =fm. Thus espT (Kk ; 2;∞)6fm= espT (Km).
Suppose espT (Kk ; 2;∞)¡s√k= s. Then by Proposition 2.1, Kk→Gs−1T (2;∞). Since
T ∈E1;∞, by the paragraph following Lemma 2.8, we see that !(Gs−1T (2;∞))=!(Gs−1T
(1;∞))26(√k−1)2¡k. This is impossible since !(Kk)= k. Thus espT (Kk ; 2;∞)=
fm= espT (Km; 1;∞) as we desire.
The theorem above tells us that whenever T ∈E1;∞, the two-dimensional edge span
can be reduced to the one-dimensional edge span, i.e., the usual espT . From the previous
results [4], we have the following:
Corollary 2.11. Let n be a positive integer and m= √n; T be an r-initial set and
S be a k-multiple-of-s-set. Then
(1) sepT (Kn; 2;∞)= (m− 1)(r + 1) and
(2) espS(Kn; 2;∞)= st(k + 1) + r − 1; m= st + r; t¿0; and 16r6s.
The result of Theorem 2.10 can be extended to d-dimension for d¿3 easily, since
the argument is similar. We shall state this as next theorem without proof. Hence the
higher-dimensional T (d;∞)-coloring can reduce to the 1-dimensional T -coloring.
Theorem 2.12. Let T ∈E1;∞; n and d be positive integers and denote m= n1=d.
Then espT (Kn;d;∞)= espT (Km; 1;∞)= espT (Km).
3. T (2; 1)-colorings
Analogous to Section 2, this section will consider T (2; 1)-colorings on complete
graphs. First we shall de3ne T -graphs with respect to 1-norm as follows.
De3ne GnT (2; 1)= (V; E), where V = {X ∈Z20 : ‖X − (n=2; n=2)‖16n=2} and E=
{{X; Y} : ‖X − Y‖1 =∈T , for all X; Y in V}. This T -graph can be regarded as the dis-
crete version of a two-dimensional sphere with respect to 1-norm. The diameter is n.
Analogous to Proposition 2.1, we see that the following proposition holds.
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Proposition 3.1. Let n¿1 be any integer. G→GnT (2; 1) if and only if espT (G; 2; 1)
6n.
Lemma 3.2. Let n be any positive integer. GnT (2; 1)→GnT (2;∞).
Proof. De3ne the following function from V (GnT (2; 1)) to V (G
n
T (2;∞)) with (x; y) →
(x − y + n=2; x + y − n=2). We want to show that it is a homomorphism.
Let X1 = (x1; y1) and X2 = (x2; y2) be two adjacent vertices of GnT (2; 1). Hence N =
‖X1 − X2‖1 =∈T , i.e., |x1 − x2| + |y1 − y2| =∈T . Let X1 = (x1; y1) →X ′1 = (x′1; y′1)= (x1
− y1 + n=2; x1 + y1 − n=2) and X2 = (x2; y2) →X ′2 = (x′2; y′2)= (x2 − y2 + n=2;
x2 + y2 − n=2). It suMces to show that M = ‖X ′1 − X ′2‖∞ =∈T . Thus X ′1 and X ′2 are
adjacent in GnT (2;∞).
|x′1 − x′2|= |(x1 − y1 + n=2)− (x2 − y2 + n=2)|= |x1 − x2 + y2 − y1|, |y′1 − y′2|=
|(x1 + y1 − n=2)− (x2 + y2 − n=2)|= |x1 − x2 + y1 − y2|.
Consider the following cases.
(1) x1¿x2, y1¿y2
|x′1 − x′2|= |x1 − x2 + y2 − y1|= |x1 − x2 − (y1 − y2)|, |y′1 − y′2|= |x1 − x2 + y1 −
y2|= |x1 − x2 + y1 − y2|. Hence M =max{|x1 − x2|; |y1 − y2|}= |y′1 − y′2|= x1 − x2 +
y1 − y2 = |x1 − x2|+ |y1 − y2|=N . Thus M =∈T .
(2) x1¿x2, y1¡y2
|x′1−x′2|= |x1−x2+y2−y1|= |x1−x2−(y1−y2)|, |y′1−y′2|= |x1−x2+y1−y2|= |x1−
x2 − (y2 − y1)|. Hence M = |x′1 − x′2|= x1 − x2 + y2 − y1 = |x1 − x2| + |y1 − y2|=N .
Thus M =∈T .
The other cases are similar. Therefore we conclude that the result follows.
Let us call the homomorphism de3ned above, f. By elementary calculation, we shall
get the inverse, f−1, of f, (x; y) → ( 12 (x+y+n=2−n=2); 12 (y−x+n)). In general,
f−1 is not integral-valued. However, if we restrict the inverse mapping to the range
of f then it is integral-valued. It is easy to see that this mapping is a homomorphism
from the subgraph induced by the range of f to GnT (2; 1). Hence they are isomorphic.
Corollary 3.3. !(GnT (2; 1))6!(G
n
T (2;∞)).
This is a direct consequence of Lemmas 2.6 and 3.2 and the property of the graph
homomorphism.
Corollary 3.4. espT (Kk ; 2; 1)¿espT (Kk ; 2;∞); for any k¿1.
Proof. Let n= espT (Kk ; 2;∞). Then !(Gn−1T (2;∞))6k. Suppose espT (Kk ; 2; 1)6n− 1.
Thus Kk →Gn−1T (2; 1). This implies that !(Gn−1T (2; 1))¿k. Hence, we have k6
!(Gn−1T (2; 1))6!(G
n−1
T (2;∞))6k, by Corollary 3.3. That is !(Gn−1T (2;∞))= k. Then
we have espT (Kk ; 2;∞)6n−1 which leads a contradiction. Therefore espT (Kk ; 2; 1)¿n
and the result follows.
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Proposition 3.5. Let T be an r-initial set with r odd. Then espT (Kk ; 2; 1)=
(√k − 1)(r + 1); k¿1.
Proof. Let t= √k and s=(t − 1)(r + 1)= espT (Kk ; 2;∞). Since r + 1 is even,
C = {((i + j)=2(r+1); 12 ((i−j)(r+1)+s)) : 06i; j6t−1:}, is a subset of Z20 and |C|¿k.
From the observation below Lemma 3.2, we see that C is a T (2; 1)-coloring of Kk with
espT (C; 2; 1)= s= espT (Kk ; 2;∞)= (t−1)(r+1). Hence espT (Kk ; 2; 1)6(t−1)(r+1).
On the other hand, by Corollaries 2.11 and 3.4, we see that the equality holds.
Proposition 3.6. Let T be an r-initial set with r even. Then espT (Kk ; 2; 1)=
(√2k − 1 − 1)(r + 1); k¿1.
Proof. Let t= √2k − 1 and s=(t − 1)(r + 1). Set C = {( 12 ((i+ j)(r + 1) + s=2 −
s=2); 12 ((i−j)(r+1)+s)) : 06i; j6t−1 and (−1)i−j−s=1 (i.e., i−j and s must have
the same parity.)}. Since r+1 is odd, C is a subset of Z20 and |C|=(
√
2k − 1)2¿k.
From the observation below Lemma 3.2, we see that C is a T (2; 1)-coloring of Kk
with espT (C; 2; 1)= s=(t − 1)(r + 1). Hence espT (Kk ; 2; 1)6(t − 1)(r + 1).
Let s be as above. By Corollary 2.11, s= espT (K2k−1; 2;∞). Suppose espT (Kk ; 2; 1)
6s − 1. Then Kk →Gs−1t (2; 1) f→ Gs−1T (2;∞). Let Gf be the subgraph induced
by the range of f. By the observation above, Gf∼=Gs−1T (2; 1). Since !(GsT (2;∞))=
(√2k − 1)2, !(Gs−1T (2;∞))6(
√
2k − 1 − 1)262k − 2, by previous results on T -
graphs GnT (2;∞). This implies !(Gs−1T (2; 1))=!(Gf)6k − 1, a contradiction, since
Kk →Gs−1T (2; 1), !(Gs−1T (2; 1))¿k. Therefore espT (Kk ; 2; 1)= s as we desired.
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